I’ve been asked more than once
what editing software I use and what
one can use that’s not too expensive
(read “free if possible”). The obvious
response, of course, is that I use
Adobe Photoshop which is the 800
pound gorilla. In the “old” days when
I was younger, that wouldn’t have
been the case, for there were several
really good editing packages that I
liked a lot better. All were much
cheaper and much easier to use.
Photoshop cost an arm and leg and
was a bear to use (what an
interesting combination of
metaphors!). But expensive and hard
to use won out over its competitors
and today it’s Photoshop. Or is it?
The Gage Hotel in Big Bend at dark is more engaging with a bit of editing.

While Photoshop has extraordinary
capabilities, most of them aren’t
needed for my day to day use. My
editing consists of a bit of cropping and/
or some exposure and contrast
adjustment. For that I nd that Adobe
Lightroom more than meets that need,
but it’s expensive (although now it’s
bundled in with my subscription that
includes Photoshop). As Adobe adds
more and more features to the editing
options for Lightroom, I nd I use
Photoshop even less.

Here’s my confession. Even though I
have both Adobe products in my editing
“saddlebag,” I don’t always bother to
use either one. Instead, I nd that the
Compare this image to the one above. A little cropping can make a
editing tools available within the photo
huge difference in impact which requires minimal software.
preview window serves me well. This is
true on my iPhone, my iPad, and my
desktop Mac. I can crop, adjust colors, add text, change image size and countless other
functions. I’m in and out before I can even get the others to load.
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If you haven’t been putting these choices to use, here are two resources I have found helpful in
guring out what I CAN do with this free editing option:
For the ipad and iphone - https://support.apple.com/…/edit-photos-and-videos-i…/ipados
For the desktop Mac - https://www.makeuseof.com/…/macs-preview-feature-edit-phot…/
For the Windows user among my readers, there are good options also. From the earliest days
of PCs there was always MS Paint which was so much more useful than most people gave it
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credit for. And it’s still around. Don't be fooled by its ease. When I was working in the PC world,
I had Photoshop, but I'd use Paint unless I had to do some true miracles. Give it a try. You
might be surprised. https://www.techwalla.com/articles/how-to-activate-microsoft-paint-onmy-computer
But, you say, I want a regular software package
for my computer that acts like Photoshop.
There’s an answer for you! Go look at Gimp
which is free and has been around forever with
frequent updates. It's available for all
platforms. https://www.gimp.org/
Let me know if any of these suggestions are
helpful.
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This is the screen one can use to quickly (and cheaply) crop
using MacOS Preview.

This is what the Gimp screen looks like.

This is what the Photoshop screen looks like.

This is the screen Mac OS color levels.

